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Abstract 
We prove the following results: (i) Let p> 1 be a real number and let n>2 be an integer. If 
(Ui) (i=O,l,..., n) is an increasing sequence of real numbers, then 
i: iai-oi-l)a’l+l-i~c~,~[ i~l(ui-ai-l~a~~l-i ’ 1 (aO=o) i=l 
holds with Cn,p= 1. 
(ii) Let p > 1 be a real number. IffE L’ [0, l] is nonnegative, then 
j+) ( I;-‘/(Od~)‘dxBC,{ ~~~(x)(~~-*~(r)dl>“‘dx~’ (*) 
holds with C,= 1. The constants C,_,= 1 and C,= 1 are the best possible. Inequality (*) extends 
a result of SzCkely et al. (1992). 
1. Introduction 
In a recently published paper SzCkely et al. [I] presented a proof for the following 
remarkable integral inequality. 
Proposition 1.1. Let p 2 1 be an integer. Iffy L’[O, I] is nonnegative, then 
We note that the additional assumption [if(x) dx= 1 which is given in [l] can be 
dropped. The authors conjecture that inequality (1.1) holds for all real pa 1. This is 
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indeed true! In Section 3 we present a short proof for this conjecture. Our proof is 
based on an inequality for nonnegative increasing sequences which we present in the 
next section. 
2. A discrete inequality 
We give an answer to the following question: 
Let p> 1 be a real number and let n 22 be an integer. What is the best possible 
constant C,,, such that the inequality 
holds for all real numbers (aJ (i=O, 1, . . ..n) with O=aodal ,<..*,<a,? 
To solve this problem we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.1. Let pa 1 be u real number. ZfXi (i= 1, . . . , a; n>2) and yi (i= 1, . . . ,n- 1) 
are nonnegutioe real numbers with yi <min (xi, xi+ 1) (i = 1, . . . , n - 11, then 
Proof. We use induction on n. Setting 
f(Y1)=(xl+x*-Y1)P+Y! 
we obtain, for 0 6 y, Q min (xl, x2), 
;fYYl)=Y;-’ -(x1+x*-y,y-’ 
<(min (x1, xz))p-l -(x1 +x2-min(x,,x,))P-’ 
GO, 
which implies 
f(Yi)>f(min(xi, x~))=x?+x”z. 
This proves (2.1) for n = 2. 
Let O<Y,<min(xi,xi+i) (i=l,...,n). We define 
II+1 
C xi- i Yi 
> 
P 
g:CO,min(x,,x,+,)l~lW, !3(Y,)= +y,“. 
i=l i=l 
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Because Of yi<xi (i=i, . . ..n) and y,,~x”+~ we get 
i CI’(Yn)=Y,P-‘- Iir %- i Yi 
( i=l ) 
p-1 
60. 
Hence, we obtain 
.&,)ag(min(x,, x,+ r)). (2.2) 
We consider two cases: 
Case 1: x,+r dx,. Then we conclude from (2.2) and the induction hypothesis that 
n-l P 
StYPI ( i Xi- 1 yi +X:+1 i=l i=l ) 
II+1 II-1 
3 1 xp- c yp, 
i=l i=l 
as desired. 
Case 2: x,<x,+~. Then we obtain from (2.2) that 
g(Yn)a (2.3) 
Setting Xi*=Xi (i=l,...,n-1), x,*=x,+1 we conclude from yi<min(xi, x~+~) 
(i=l, . . . ,n) and x,<x,+~ that 
yi9min(xi*,xF+1) (i=l,..., n-l). 
From the induction hypothesis we obtain 
n+1 n-1 
= i;l XP- & YP, (2.4) 
ifn 
so that (2.3) and (2.4) imply (2.1) with n + 1 instead of n. This completes the proof of 
Lemma 2.1. 0 
An application of Lemma 2.1 provides an answer to the question mentioned above. 
Theorem 2.2. Let p 2 1 be a real number and let n 3 2 be an integer. If(ai) (i = 0, 1, . . . , n) 
is an increasing sequence of real numbers, then 
i~l(iii-ai-I)a:il-i~C,,p 
[ 
i$l(uimui-l)u~f,i] b = 0) (2.5) 
holds with C,,p= 1. This is the best possible constant. 
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Proof. Putting 
x.=a!lPa I I n+l-i (i=l,.._, H) and yi=Uf’Pa”-i (icl,..., n-1) 
we conclude from O=a, <al < ... <a, that 
yibITkl(Xi,Xi+1) (izl,..., n-1). 
From inequality (2.1) we get 
< ( i xi-y yi p i=l i=l ) 
= i~l(~i-Ui--l)~:;,-i~. [ 
This proves inequality (2.5) with Cn,p= 1. Finally, if we set a, = ... =a,= 1, then (2.5) 
leads to 1 d C,, p. Hence, the constant Cn,p= 1 is the best possible. Cl 
Remark. If p~(0, l), then the reversed inequality of (2.5) with Cn,p= 1 is valid. 
3. An integral inequality 
The following continuous analogue of (2.5) shows that inequality (1.1) holds for all 
real numbers p k 1. 
Theorem 3.1. Let p 2 1 be a real number. If f E L’ [0, l] is nonnegatiw, then 
s,‘fbl( [;-xf(iW)ldMp{ S,‘/(x)[~;-XjYt)dt)i’pdx~ (3.1) 
is valid with C,= 1. This is the best possible constant. 
Proof. As it was pointed out in [l] we may assume that f is continuous. Setting 
s 
i/n 
ai= f(t)dt (i=O, 1, . . . . n), 
0 
we conclude from the mean-value theorem that there exists a number 
ti(n) E ((i - 1)/n, i/n) such that 
Ui-Ui_r =k.f(ti(n)) (i= 1, . . . ,n). 
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Hence, we obtain from (2.5) with Cn,p= 1 that 
and letting n tend to cc we get (3.1) with C,= 1. Putting 
f(t)= 
i 
2, o<t<4, 
0, i<t<l, 
we conclude from (3.1) that 1 d C,. Thus, the constant C,= 1 is the best possible. 0 
Remark. If p~(0, l), then the reversed inequality of (3.1) with C,= 1 holds. 
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